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Near-field scanning optical microscopy of photonic crystal nanocavities
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Near-field scanning optical microscopy was used to observe high-resolution images of confined
modes and photonic bands of planar photonic crystal~PPC! nanocavities fabricated in active
InGaAsP material. We have observed the smallest optical cavity modes, which are intentionally
produced by fractional edge dislocation high-Q cavity designs. The size of the detected mode was
roughly four by three lattice spacings. We have also observed extended dielectric-band modes of the
bulk PPC surrounding the nanocavity by geometrically altering the bands in emission range and
eliminating localized modes out of the emission range. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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Photonic crystals,1 and planar photonic crystals~PPC! in
particular, have recently attracted attention as a promis
platform for realization of compact and efficien
nanocavities2,3 and lasers.4–8 In most of these reports, micro
photoluminescence was used to characterize the struct
On the other hand, near-field scanning optical microsc
~NSOM! has recently been used as a powerful alterna
method to analyze local electromagnetic field distributions
fabricated nanophotonic structures.9–17 Gérard et al. 14 re-
ported NSOM measurements of active PPC with spec
emission in the infrared region and Shinet al.15 reported the
near-field investigation of the lasing modes in PPC las
However, in both studies, uncoated optical fibers were u
and, therefore, it was not possible to obtain high spatia
resolved near-field images of the field distribution inside
cavity. Also, both studies analyzed large hexagonal cavi
~empty lattice cavities!, which support many modes wit
rather large mode volumes. In this letter, we report the res
of NSOM of very small PPC cavities based on fraction
edge dislocations.2,3,8The metal-coated fiber tip enables us
distinguish between localized cavity modes and propaga
far-field modes, and to obtain more precise mode profi
when the tip probes into holes of PPCs. The best resolu
in our system is as small as 50 nm.

The experimental setup for the NSOM measuremen
shown in Fig. 1. We used a twin-SNOM system manuf
tured by OMICRON, capable of both illumination mode~I-
mode! and the collection mode~C-mode! measurements. Fo
the I mode, continuous-wave light from a He–Ne laser~633
nm! was used to pump the structures through the optical fi
tip. The photoluminescence~PL! signal was detected throug
the reflective objective lens. The excitation power of t
He–Ne laser, before coupling into the optical fiber, was
mW. For the C mode, a 780 nm diode laser, operated with
ns long pulses of 2ms periodicity, was focused on the samp
through the refractive objective lens and the optical fiber
was used to detect the PL signal. The excitation pump be
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spot was several tens ofmm2. In both modes, the PL signal
were distinguished from the reflected light of the excitati
laser by using the colored glass filter with a cutoff wav
length of 850 nm, and detected with a high-sensitivity~fW!
InGaAs photodetector. The optical fiber tip was metal coa
and the aperture size at the end of the tip was 150 nm.
fiber tip is positioned at the dither piezodevice and she
force detector in order to control the distance between the
and the sample surface ('10 nm) and to obtain a topo
graphic image of the sample.

The PPC nanocavities described in this work are v
similar to those used to realize low-threshold lasers descr
in our previous publication.8 The most important difference
from the cavities analyzed in Ref. 8 is the omission of cen
defect hole, and thereforeQ factors are limited to abou
1000, according to our theoretical predictions. Optical em
sion in our structures was obtained from four 9 nm thi
InGaAsP quantum well~QW! layers ~Eg51.55 mm! sepa-
rated by 20 nm thick InGaAsP barrier layers~Eg51.22mm!,
and placed in the center of a 330 nm thick InGaAsP sl
grown on the top of InP substrate. The emission from Q
was found to be in the range of 1300 to 1650 nm. The P
structure is a free-standing membrane patterned with tr
gular lattice of holes within which cavity based on fraction
edge dislocation is defined. Details of the fabrication pro
dures are presented in Ref. 8.

Figure 2~a! shows the topographic image of the enti
structure obtained by the shear-force microscopy. The P
structure in the center of the membrane as well as the un
terned edges of the membrane can be seen. In Fig. 2~b!, we
show the near-field optical image of the same sample
tained using NSOM I mode. A bright region corresponds
the light localized in the Fabry–Perot~FP! resonator formed
between the edge of the membrane and the edge of the
region in Fig. 2~b!. We have confirmed this by conductin
micro-PL measurements on this'2.1mm long resonator,
and FP resonances were detected in the spectrum whe
structure was pumped close to the edge@Fig. 2~c!#.
6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
 license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup for the NSOM measur
ment with illumination mode and collection mode.
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Close inspection of Fig. 2~b! also reveals presence of th
light localized at the center of the PPC structure. In orde
investigate the origin of this signal, we have increased
spatial resolution of our NSOM and analyzed only the c
tral region of the structure, where a nanocavity based
fractional edge dislocations exists. In Fig. 3~a!, we show the
scanning electron microscope~SEM! image of this central
region of the device shown in Fig. 2. The periodicity of t
lattice is a5420 nm, radius of holes isr 5135 nm, and
thickness of the slab isd5330 nm. This PPC geometry, wit
r /a50.32 andd/a50.79, has a band gap in the frequen
range approximatelya/lP(0.25, 0.33), that is in the wave
length rangelP(1270 nm, 1680 nm). The elongation in th
cavity wasp/a515%.2,8 The cavity based on fractional edg
dislocations supports two prominent resonances. These r
nances correspond to doubly degenerate dipole modes o
simple single defect cavity,4 and the introduced asymmetr
due to the dislocation lifts the degeneracy. The two dip
modes are linearly but orthogonally polarized, and the m
positioned at a longer wavelength can have very highQ.
Figure 3~b! shows the results of micro-PL analysis of th
structure. Two peaks positioned aroundl51450 nm corre-
spond to the localized dipole modes, whereas peaks ab
l51600 nm correspond to dielectric band modes.

Figures 3~c! and 3~d! show an enlargement of the centr
region from Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, respectively. The bright spo
seen in NSOM-PL image@Fig. 3~d!# is located at the cente
of the PPC structure, matching the position of the def
cavity, as shown in topographic image@Fig. 3~c!#. We have
attributed this optical signal to two dipole eigenmodes of o
cavity. The size of the bright spot is roughly 4.4a by 3a.
This small spot size is an indication of a small mode volum
as expected from the localized cavity modes. The NSO
images should be a superposition of two orthogonal dip
modes. These NSOM-PL results are obtained by usin
mode and, therefore, the size of the bright spot is expecte
contain information on the diffusion properties of free car

FIG. 2. ~a! Topographic image of the whole structure by the shear-fo
microscopy.~b! Near-field PL image.~c! FP resonances detected using m
crophotoluminescence when structure was pumped close to the edge.
shows pump spot on the structure.
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ers excited by the pump beam, in addition to the informat
on the optical mode size. Therefore, we believe that by us
I mode, we actually overestimate the size of the optical mo
due to the free-carrier diffusion. However, the small size
the detected light signal is a clear indication of presence
well-confined modes in the center of our cavity. In Figs. 3~e!
and 3~f!, we show NSOM images without and with a cuto
colored glass filter, respectively, this time for a cavity wi
elongationp/a520%. When the filter was not used@Fig.
3~e!#, an interference pattern was observed. We have at
uted this to the reflection of the pump He–Ne laser lig
from the sample surface. On the other hand, when a fi
was used, a very different result was obtained and, clea
localized defect modes could be observed. Figure 4 sh
the polarization dependence of the optical modes detecte
cavity with p/a525%, obtained using both micro-PL an
NSOM approaches. As predicted by theory, two dipo
modes are linearly polarized, with orthogonal polarizatio
The intensities of the NSOM images with 0°, 60°, and 9
(615°) polarizers are in very good agreement with spec
obtained using microphotoluminescence. Therefore, we c
clude that optical modes detected with NSOM correspond
confined cavity modes.

Figure 5 shows the topographic images and the co
sponding NSOM images for different PPC structures, t

e

set

FIG. 3. ~Color! ~a! SEM image of the tested cavity withp/a515%. ~b!
Resonances detected using micro-PL setup. Confined modes~around 1450
nm! and extended dielectric band modes~above 1600 nm! can be seen.~c!
Topographic and~d! near-field optical image. Detected optical field corr
sponds to the confined cavity modes.~e! Near-field image of the cavity with
p/a520% obtained without and~f! with a colored glass filter.
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time with slightly larger holes and with the central defe
hole present. Therefore, we expect dipole eigenmodes of
cavity to be moved toward shorter wavelengths. In the tes
sample, they were completely pushed outside the emis
range of QWs, and no localized cavity modes could be
served in the micro-PL experiment. However, we could o
serve several peaks that correspond to the dielectric ban
bulk PPC@Figs. 5~c! and 5~f!#. The NSOM images obtaine
using C-mode and shown in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! show light
localization in the dielectric region between the PPC ho
Also, positions of the air holes appear dark in this NSO
image. Therefore, we have attributed this result to the e
tence of the dielectric band modes in the emission region
QW material. Similar results were predicted by theory10

Also, spectra obtained using microphotoluminescence@Fig.
5~c!# show the presence of dielectric bands atl51555 nm.
We would like to point out that dielectric band modes, a
observed in Fig. 3~b! were not detected using NSOM I mod
@Figs. 3~d! and 3~f!#. We believe that it is due to localize

FIG. 4. ~a! Micro-PL spectra and~b! near-field images taken from a samp
with a parameterp/a525% with and without a polarization plate. A pola
ization parameteru is a clockwise angle fromx axis defined in Fig. 3~a!.

FIG. 5. ~Color! ~a! Topographic image and~b! near-field PL image~C
mode! of PPC structure with bigger holes (p/a525%). ~d! Topographic and
~e! near-field image of another structure.~c! and ~f! show spectra obtained
by microphotoluminescence from structures shown in~a! and ~d!, respec-
tively.
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pumping in the case of I mode~as opposed to the larg
pumping spot in C mode! and dielectric band modes tha
extend over large areas in PPC could not be excited. We h
tested another geometries in PPC structures, and the NS
results are shown in Figs. 5~d! and 5~e!. Strong light inten-
sity is observed at the positions of the air holes, this tim
This phenomenon could be attributed to the presence of
band modes in the emission region of the QW mater
However, we were not able to observe air-band modes in
micro-PL experiments, and only dielectric band modes w
observed@Fig. 5~f!#. At present, experiments are underway
explain this phenomenon.

In conclusion, we have observed localized defect mo
of the compact PPC nanocavities. In addition to localiz
cavity modes, we have experimentally observed dielec
band modes in bulk PPCs. We conclude that NSOM i
powerful tool for the investigation of local profiles of con
fined modes in nanocavities.
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